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The confe~ence was organized by' W.Barth (Erlangen) and P. van Moerbeke
(Brandeis/Louvain). There were 31 participants from eleven countries.
The meeting lead together researchers of different branches of mathematics in order
to exhibit common topics and to inforrn and discuss about questions of their current
research.
Thus it was explained during the talks how algebraic varieties occur naturally in
mechanicS' - e.g. while studying algebraieally complete integrable systems - and
which geometrie problems arise in this eontext.

A wide range of topics around the theme of integrable systems has been discussed;
just to name a few: curves and their Jacobians, Abelian varieties, symplectic geo~
rnetry, connections with moduli space of curves,' Grassmannians and loop groups,
action-angle variables, Lagrangian submanifolds and ~ings of differential operat'ors.
Vortragsauszüge

B. DUBROVIN:
Semi-elassieal quantization of finite-gap .potentials
and non-pertubative string theory
Equatio~

[L,A]=e
(L = -8; + u(x), A = _8;n+l + ... is one of KdV-hierarchy operators) for partition lunetton of string theory is known a.s quantization of finite-gap KdV-theory.
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Methods of algebraic geometry and of pertubation theory for dynamical systems are
applied to semi-classical description with e --+ 0 of this theory.

G. Wilson:
Introduction to Adler's bracket
Adler's bracket (usually called the Gel'fand-Dikii bracket) is the natural Poisson
bracket on the space of n th order ordinary differential operators with (say) periodic
coefficients. Adler's original definition of it had the drawback that the Jacobiidentity was difficult to prove (it was proved first by Gel'fand and Dikii). The"
talk explained two ways of defining it by Hamiltonian reduction. The first is a
Hamiltonian interpretation of the standard way of writing an n th order scalar ODE
as a first order n x n system and is describe~ in the weIl known paper of Drinfel'd·
and Sokolov (J.Sov.Math. 1984). The second is a Hamiltonian interpretation of
the classical idea of solving an n th order ODE by factorizing the operator into first
order factors, and is based on the theorem (Kupershmidt and Wilson, Invent.Math.
1981) that this factorization is a canonical transformation. However, this theorem
can not immediately be made into adefinition of Adler's bracket, because of the
non-functorial nature of Poisson brackets. The only new part of the talk explained
how t~ get over this difficulty. The essential point is to eonsider not just the space of
differential operators but also the space of bases of solutions for the corresponding
ODE's. On this space there is a natural2-form (not a Poisson bracket) from which
Adler's bracket arises by reduction. The functorial nature of differential forms then
enables us to deduee everything desired from the (trivial) case n = 1.

M. BERGVELT (joint work with M. ADAMS)
Heisenberg algebras, infinite Grassmannians and Riemann surfaces
Let X be aRiemann surface, p E X a fixed point and ..\-1 a Ioeal coordinate at
= LGLn/(LGLn}x be the Grassmannian based on this data (as in
Pressley-Segal ch.8). W E Grx can be interpreted as the space of seetions of a rank
n vector bundle Ew on X.
The contangent bundle of this Grassmannian is identified. with {W, s : W E Grx,
s E Sw} where Sw = {s E 19ln : sW C W} is the non-commutative stabilizer
algebra of W.
For every partition of n into k parts, n. = nl + n2 + ... + nk there exists a Heisenberg subalgebra 1f!!· and a commutative stabilizer subalgebra Sa, = Sw n 'Hp.. The
spectrum of Siir can be compactifi.ed to a curve X~. Then there is a covering map
f : X~ --+·X such that f-l(p) containes precisely k smooth points. There is on Xii;

p. Let Gr~)
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a natural torsion-free sheaf that pushes down to the vector bundle E,v associated
to w.

J.HURTUBISE-(joint with M. MURRAY)
Monopoles and the solution to Nahm's equations

•

An SU(n) monopole (V, tI» over R3 , which satisfies the boundary conditions of.finite
action, with q) tending at infinity to a conjugate of F!diag(J.li) PI < ... < Pn,
and which has magnetic charges (m}, ... , mn-I) can be shown to be equivalent to .
solutions of Nahm's equations on the intervalls (pi, Pi+!) :
.

1

T, = 2"€,jk[T;, Tk ]
where, on (pi, J.ti+I) , T,(t) belangs to the Lie algebra u(mi). The T,'s satisfy appropriate boundary· conditions at the lJi 'so These equations can be put in Lax form,
and can be shown to linearize on the Jacobians of spectral curves Si C T(PI(C)).
The geometry of these curves and of their embeddings can be exploited to prove
that the solutions satisfy the boundary conditions. This formulation is particularly
convenient for discussing moduli.

L.HAINE
Toda lattices and Hag manifolds
Let

I

X =

•

E

;=1

aje_aj

+ bjh j + ea ;

be a Jacobi element of a complex semi-simple Lie algebra. We determine the Bruhat cells in G/ B+ which are reached by exp(tX) and we relate this result to the
singul~rities in the complex domain of the Toda lattice studied by Kostant. The
compactified level sets of the invariants of these systems in G / B+ are torus orbits.
We study then the intersection theory of the traces of the Bruhat ceHs on these torus
orbits, using the com~inatorialtools of the theory of toric varieties.
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A. BEAUVILLE

Algebraic geometry and integrable systems in finite and infinite dimensions
Fix r, d

Mr(d)

~ 1{. Let

=

A(;\)

(a ll (A). .. atr(A»)

=:

}

: : aij polynomial in ,X of degree

art(A)

~

d .

arr(A)

For A(A) E Mr(d), the characteristic polynomial Pc(A(A» := det(Jl/ - A(A» belongs to the space lI,.(d) := {P(Jl, A) = Jlr + St(A)Jlr-t + ... + Sr(A) : degsi('x) ~ id}.
To eacb P E lI,.(d) is associated the covering Cp ~ pt defined by P(Jl,;\) = o. For
simplicity I restrict myself to the case where C p is smooth.
Tbe' group PGLr(C) acts on Mr(d) by conjugation; on the open set where the
spectral curve is smooth, this action is free. The characteristic polynomial map
factors as
M r ( d ) - - - - - lf,.(d)

~

PG~\

H

Theorem
a) There exists a family of Poisson structures for which H'is a complete integrable
Hamiltonian system.
b) H is smooth; for P E lf,.(d), H-t(P) ~ J(Cp ) - 8. The hamiltonian ßows'
linearize on these abelian varieties (Le. H is algebraically completely integrable).

c) The Hamiltonian vector field associated to the funetion A(..\) ...... TrA(a)i+I
(a E C, i ~ 0) is, up to a constant:

e

Particular cases include the Neumann system (r = 2), Euler's equations for the
motion of a rigid body (d = 1, i = 2), Nahm's equations for monopoles (d=2).
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We then interpret these systems as stationary solutions for the higher KdV hierarchies.

M.ADLER
Limits oI differential operators in integrable systems through Grassmannians

•

When Lax-equations in integrable systems blow up, it is difficult to find a natural
limiting operator. The problem is solved by following tbe How in the associated
Grassmannian. The type of blow up is regulated by the strata reached by the
limiting point in tbe periodic Grassmannian ßag. This is also a way to classify
and s~parate WJ in n-ogonal curves by using the K-P machinery. In the case of
K4V, tb~ limiting operator ist strongly related to performing a particular Backlund
transformation involving a halfperiod. In these systems, tbe Iailure oI tbe associated
factorization problem and the correct cell associated to the factorization is indeed
given by tbe strata.
H. KNÖRR~R (joint work with N. ERCOLANI and E. TRUBOWITZ).
Doubly periodic solutions of integrable differential equations
Motivated by considerations of the spectral curves associated to the KP-equation
and of constant mean curvature tori in R3 we study doubly periodic solutions of the
KdV-equation, tbe elliptic sinh -Gordon equation and tbe KP-equation. Tbe main
result is:
There is a dense subset M' in the parameter space M oI the curves giving finite gap
sol~tions of one of these differential equations such that the· solution associated to
a curve in M' is doubly periodic. With doubly.periodic we mean

luxxx that there is LI, L 2

• for the KdV equation Ut = 6uu x +
u(x + L.,y) = u(x,y + L 2 ) = u(x,y).

•

> 0 such that

• for the elliptic sinh -Gordan equation U wtü + sinb u = 0 that there is ,I, '"Y2 E C
with ~ Ft R such that u(w + '"YI) = u(w + '"Y2) = u(w) .

lu

• for the KP-equation (6uu x + xxx - u ll )x + tlfltl = 0 that there is L > 0,
2
'"Y = ('"YI, '"Y2) E R with '"Y2 "1= 0 such that u(x + L, y, t) = u(x + '"Y., Y + '"Y2, t)
tl,(x, y, t).

=
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E. HOROZOV
On the isoenergetical non-degeneracy of the spherical pendulum
For the classical system of the spherical pendulum we study the condition of isoenergetical non-degeneracy, namely the non-vanashing of the determinant
D t = det

(

82H aH)
~ß
81

1fT

,

0

where H(lt ,12 ) is the Hamiltonian of the problem in action variables. We find
explicitly the set where the above condition is violated in terms of elliptic integrals.·

•.

T. WURZBACHER
Non-commutative complete integrability and spherical algebraic varieties
Given a Poisson action K x X -+ X on a symplectic manifold , a Hamiltonian which
is a pullback via the momentum map is called "collective". The flow· of H on X
is called "collectively complete integrable" if it is complete integrable by means of
collective constants of motion. A necessary condition for this is that the Poisson
algebra of smooth K -invariant functions on X is abelian.
This is shown to be a generalization of the Arnold-Liouville-situation, e.g. the
generic moment-fibres are tori of a fixed dimension less than t dimR X etc.
An algebraic variety acted upon by a reductive complex Lie group is called "spherical" if each maximal connected solvable· subgroup of the group has an open o~bit
in it. The symplectic condition is related to algebraic gemetry by the following
Theorem
Let X be a coset space KC / H or a compact Kähler manifold and K x X --+ X a
Poisson-action of holomorphic transforma.tions. Then the follo~ing are equivalent:

(1) The algebra of K -invariant functions is abelian.
(2) X is a spherical variety.
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F. PEDIT (joint work with D. FERUS and U. PINK ALL)
Harmonie tori in symmetrie spaces

•

We diseussed the follow~ng result:
Every harmonie map f : T2 :-+ N from a 2-torus to asymmetrie spaee whieh satisfies a generic condition on the holonomy ean be eonstrueted from a finite dimensional
complete integrable ODE-system.
We outline the eonstruetion: if F : R2 ~ G is ä. framing of a map f : R2 -+ N the
Maurer-Cartan form F-IdF = A = Ao + Al splits into t and p eomponents where
N = GI K, (B =, tEBP. Let A' resp. A" denote the (1,0) resp. (0,1) eomponent of A
w.r.t. the eomplex strueture R2 = C. Then
f : R2 ~ N is harmonie iff A(A) := A- 1 A~ + Ao + AA~ satisfies Maurer-Cartan
equation, dA(A) + [A(A) 1\ A(A)] = 0, for a1l A E SI.
We introduee the reduetive, eomplex, homogenous space GIK- where G = {F :
SI ~ G : F( -A) = O'F(A)} (0' : G ~ G symmetrie involution) with Lie algebra
~ = {X : SI -+ <B : X = Ekel >..kXk , X even E t,x odd E p}, and a horizontal
distribution on T( G/ K) induees by the left tranlation of A-I PEB t ffi >"1' on TG. Then
~~~

.

i

i:

N is harmonie iff f = 1rI 0
with
R2 ~ GI K holomorphie and
horizontal (1r A : G/ K -+ G/ K, 1r A ([ F)) = [F(,\ »)).
We now eonstruct holomorhie and horizontal maps j : R2 ~ GIK":
.
let 21 = C-span{Z, Z}, Z = E%=-"Y AkZk E ~,[Z, 2] = 0, (such 21's ean ~e eonstrueted), Re21 = R-span{Z +2, i(Z -Z)} with complex structure JZ = iZ, JZ = -iZ.
We have an embedding of Re21 '-+ X( GI K) : X .-..+ RX + ]X, where X[FJ = X . [F]
and R is the eomplex strueture on Ci I K, as an abelian subspace of X( GI K). Then
the integral manifold through K in GI K of the eorresponding 2 - dirn distribution is holomorphie and horizontal. Moreover, it is given by the solution of a finite
dimensional eornplete integrable system of ODE's on G.

f : R2

-+

A. VESELOV (joint with J. MOSER )

•

Diserete versions of elassieal integrable systems
Discrete Lagrangian system (DLS) is deseribed by the variational principle of the
form e5(E ke l .c(Xk, Xk+l)) = 0 where .c : Mn X Mn -+ R some smooth funetion on
the produet of two ~anifolds ly/n. Corresponding transformation ~ : (Xk-b Xk) -+
(Xk' Xk+I), ~:(Xk, Xk+l) + ~;(Xk-I' Xk) = 0 in general, is multiple valued mapping
(eorrespondenee). This mapping conserves the 2-form w = 8~~iwdui 1\ dv; on
Mn X Mn and moreover .c turns out to be .its generating funetion.
Definition: DLS is ealled as an integrabie iff there exist integrals F I ,·. .. , F ~ : F i 0 ~ =
Fi , which are involutive with respect to w.
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Problem: For given integrable system of classical mechanics to find the integrable
DLS which under appropriate continuous limit procedure goes into the initial oue.
The following approach is proposed. Let's start from some space of matrix polynomials L(..\), parametrized by (u,v) E Mn X Mn. Such space can be guessed
from the Lax representation for the continuous system. Then we have to factorize
L(..\) in appropriate way: L(..\) = A(..\)B(..\) and to change the order of factors:
L(..\) = A(..\)B(..\) --+ B(..\)A(..\) = L'(..\). This well-known transformation can correspond to some transformation of the space of parameters or Mn X Mn, which is
precisely ~ for the integrable DLS.
It is shown that this approach is working for tbe classical Jacobi, C. Neumann and L.
Euler problems and helps to find explicitly the general solutions of the corresponding

DLS".

e

J.-P. FRANCOISE
Generalization of Calogero-Moser systems
We consider pertubations of the Calogero-Moser system with an external quadratic
potential Ho(~,'i) = "L:~1 Yl+g 2 Ei<j (Xi!Xj)2 +..\2 L~l
We show that this system
has global action-angle coordinates at:;ld we give a description of its periodic orbits
(i.e. all the orbits are periodic of period ~ hut some are periodic of lower period
~, k = 1, ... ,m).
We first study pertubation of the form
H(~,.!l.) = L~l Yl + g2 Li<j (x,':Xj)2 + E~l h(Xi)2

xr

= (..\x + J'x 2 ) (joint work with O. Ragnisco)
h(x) = (..\x + J'x 2 + vx 3 ) (joint work with A. Celletti)

(a) h(x)
(b)

~or (a) the system is completely itegrable. For (b) it appears chaotic on experi-'
mental computer studies.
.

The Hamiltonian Ho is completely degenerated in the sense of Kolmogorov so we
cannot use K.A.M. But the averaging method can he developed. The system reminds
the Kepler problem (- the geodesie ßow on the sphere by J. Moser) for which one
can develop an averaging method. This provides a method to decide if a Hamiltonian
of the type of H is integrable or not. These systems are related to matrix differential
equations X= Q(x) = -hh'(x),(X = X·,symmetric) via. the Kazdan-KostantSternberg reduction.

e

By taking symmetrical configuration of particles, one can study sirnilarly
2
= l L~l Yl + 9 Li<j( (x,:Zj)2 + (Xi~Xj)2) + g12 L:~'1 -!r + ..\2 Ei::l xl

Ho(~, l)
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iI(~,uJ

= ~ E~l yr + 9 2 Ei<j«:r:i!~j)2 + (:r:i: j)2) + gl2 L:~1 :r + L:~1 h(Xi)2
X

h(x) = (~x + JJX 2 ) is integrable.
And also the systems which correspond to the root system R = G 2 in the OlshanetskyDendomov's classification

F:BUREAU

•

Non-linear differential equations and integra.ls without parametrie critical points The Kowalewski top
Consider non-linear analytic differential equations with fixed critical points. The
problem is to find and classify all equations whose general integral has no parametrie
critical points. In the statement of the problem, poles are not mentioned. If finally
the integrals turn out to be meromorphic, it is the result of research: 00 hypothesis
has been made on the type" of critical points. Several methods have been proposed;
however these methods are not satisfying. Therefore an alternative method will be
presented here. It is based on the followipg lemma:
.
Lemma If a system of equations iJ = !(x,y,e), rationarin" y and" analytic in x is
stable for e =F 0, it is also the case for e = o.
We now apply the lemma to problems concerning asolid body rotating about a
fixed point, in the presence of gravity. After a detailed analysis, we discover the
four known eases of integrable motion: Euler, Lagrange, Kow.alewski and the case
where A. = B = C. These are necessary c~nditions for integration. Finally we" have
.
. sketched the integration method for the Kowalewski rigid body.

c.

VOISIN

On the stability of Lagrangian submanifolds
Let Y be a symplectic complex manifold "with h2tO (Y)

=

dimHO(!l})

=

1. Let

X C Y be a Lagrangian submanifold. We prove that the family Mx of deformations_
of Y "preserving X", that is containing adeformation of X, is equal to the family
M[x) of deformations yt of Y, for which the class [Xl of X remains a Hodge class
(i.e. of type (n, n) in the Hodge decomposition of H 2 n(}f, C), n = codimX). We
prove also that M [Xl is equal to the set.of deformations of Y preserving some liDe
bundles on Y, and that it is a smooth variety of codimension r in M (the family of
all deformations of Y), where r is the r~k of!· : H2(Y, C) -+ H2(X, C).

©
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CH'R. BIRKENHAKE (joint with H. LANGE)
Symmetrie theta-structures
Let X be an Abelian variety of dimension 9 and L an ample symmetrie line bundle
on X ·of type D. A synimetrie theta-strueture for L is an isomorphism b between
the theta-group Q(L) and the Heisenberg group 1-l eompatible with the involutions.
The following'theorem was presented:
Theorem:
There exist either 22(g~B)·. ISp(D)I.symmetrie theta-struetures for L or none.
Here 0 ~ s ~ 9 is an integer determined by the type D and Sp(D) is the sympleetic.
group acting on zg / DZg x zg / Dlg.

•

Moreover the relation between the existence of symmetrie theta-structures and the
dimension of the +l-:-eigenspace of HO( L) was described.

G. PIROLA
Curves on Abelian threefolds
Let Mg be the moduli space of smooth eurves of genus g. Let D(I() = {[Cl E
Mg such that there exists a holomorphic map c.p : C --+ A, A Abelian variety of
dimension K , such that c.pz : J(C) -. A is surjective}. Joint work with E.Colombo
proves that D(K) is dense in Mg if K :5 3. The proof follows by a computation of
infinitesimal variation of Hodge structure of eurves. A by-product of this method
proves that there are a countable number of curves in any Abelian threefold.
On the other lIand some non-existenee theorem holds. For instanee there are DO
hyperelliptic curves of any genus in a generic Abelian variety of dimension 3 nor
trigonal curves (work with H. Alzuti) in a generic Abelian 4-fold.
L. PIOVAN

l

I'

Aigebraic integrable systems and Kummer varieties
Most algebraic complete integrable systems (i.e. systems of differential equations
which linearize on Abelian varieties) possess divisors at infinity with "good" symmetry properties (totally symmetrie divisors) which allow the descent tothe !(ummer
varieties. Thus, the problem of identifying the Abelian'varieties is reduced to that of
identifying the Kummer varieties and then extending suitably the set of embedding
variables. We give theorems which allow this extension procedure for the case of
genus 2 Jacobians in pIS. We apply these theorems to give birational isomorphisms
between the Jacobi varieties assoeiated to the following systems: The 3-body Toda
lattice; the geodesie ßow on 80(4) (related to the Steklov-Lyapunov case of a rigid

©
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body in a fluid) and a system (7-dimensional) related to the Goryaehev-Chapligyn
top via a 2 : 1 rational map.

Th. KAPPELER
Foliation by KdV
For a finite dimensional completely integrable Hamiltonian system with eompaet
eonneeted level sets, the phase space is locally (at generie points) and som~times
globally foliated by these level sets. I examine in whieh sense this result ean be
generalized to the periodie KdV. For this purpose I introduee a model space rot .
consisting of sequences R = (Rk)k>l of 2 x 2 symmetrie, tracefree matriees with
2
Ek>l II R kll < 00. For R = (Rk)k>~ in !JJl denote by IsoR the soealled isospeetral
set ~of R, IsoR := {R' E !JJl : sp-ecRk = specRk for all k ~ I}. It is immediate
that IsoR is eompaet, eonnected, and, generically, an infinite product of circles. I
prove that the phase spaee of KdV can be mapped globally into the model space
by areal analytie isomorphism whieh maps level sets into isospeetral sets. More
precisely , introduee He' := {q E H~(R) : q is 1 - periodic. ,J~ qdx. = O} and
!JJl N .:= {R E rot : Lk>l k2N IIR k ll2 < oo}. For q E Hg' denoteby (Ak)k>l the
union <:>f the periodic and-antiperiodie eigenvalues of ....:.
+ q arra.ng~d in iner~asing
. order. Then AO < A < 1 ~ ..\2 < '\3 ~ "\4", and Lk>l k 2N (..\2k - A2k-l) < 00.
Denote by E k ( q) the eigenspaee generated by the eigenf~netions eorresponding to
..\2k and "\2k-l. In order to define ~ one needs to provide an' örthonormal basis of
E k depending analyticallyon q and defiried on all of H:. The map .~ = (~k)k>l is
then' defined as follows: ~k = tracefree v~rsion of the evaluation of + q w.;.. to
the orthonormal basis of Ek.
..
.'
Theorem: ~: Hö' -+ rol N (all N ~ 0) is areal analytic isomorphism such that'

;:2

/:2

(1) ~ .preserves isospectrality

(2) <t> is asymptotically given by the Fo~rrier t"ransform.
The same model seems to furnish similar results for many. other .completely integrable, infinite dimensional Ha.nultoni~n systems .and can be also applied to study
spectral questions in dimension 2.

E. PREVIATO
Boussinesq elliptic solitons
A. Treibich and J .-L. Verdier developed a geometrie theory fot KP soh~tions that
are doubly-periodic in x. The essential ingredient is a ruled surfaee over the correspondingelliptie curve. The 'question of KP reduetions is very difficult: KdV was

©
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dealt with by Treibich and Verdier. We give an existence theorem for Boussinesq,
proved in collaboration with J .-L..Verdier: if X is the elliptic curve with an automorphism of order 3, for any natural number n there exists a finite (nonzero) number
of n : 1 pointed coverings (Y,p) -+ (X, q) with the property that (Y,p) gives rise to
Boussinesq elliptic KP solutions.

J. HARNAD (joint work with M. ADAMS and J. HURTUBISE)
Liouville-Arnold integration on rational coadjoint orbits of loop algebras
Darboux coordinates are desired on rational coadjoint invariant subspaces of the dual
-+*
gl(r) of the loop algebra gl(r)+ (loops X : SI -+ gl(r) extending holomorphically
to the interior of SI C PI), identified through the trace-residue pairing with the
space gl(r)_ of loops extending holomorphically outside SI. These are given by the
spectral parameters (~~, z~), J.L = 1, ... ,!J (9 = genus of the spectral curve) at the
divisor representing the eigenvector line bundle over the spectral curve S, together
with 2(r - 1) further coordinates (qi, Pi)i=2,...,f' describing the curve and a framing
over A = 00. Those coordinates are shown to give a complete separation of variables
for the Hamiltonian flows induced by the spectral invariants within generic coadjoint
orbits DN C SI( r) +*, thereby deriving the Abel mal> linearization from LiouvilleArnold integration. Serre duality is used to define a natural symplectic structure
on the space of degree 9 + r - 1 line bundles over the permissable class of spectral
curves. This is based on a splitting of the exact sequence
o --+ HO(S, Ks(l»* -+ TON -+ HO(S, K s(1» -+ 0 implied by. the Lagrangian
foliation of ON by isospectral manifolds, where the tangent· space to the leaves is
identified with HI(S, O(
HO(S, Ks(l»* and the tangent to the quotient (Le.
HO(S, Ks(l»,
infinitesimal deformations of curves) is HO(S, N.@ O( -mw here m is the weighted degree of the spectral polynomial. The splitting is based
upon an embedding of S in the total space of the line bundle O(rn) over pI, and.
the twistings Ks(l) = Ks ® 0(1) etc. are based ·upon pulling " -+ pI back to
T. Extending the appropriate line b~ndle to the ambient space - the resulting
symplectic structure is independent of the extension.

-1» "':"

Berichterstatter: W. Schanz

1»

•

"J

•
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